
Checklist For Successful Nonprofit Email Campaigns
Use this checklist to keep your email marketing progress in-check:

● Build your nonprofit email list

○ Find your supporters

○ Figure out what your supporters are interested in

○ Choose an email service provider (eg. Cakemail) 😉

○ Entice your supporters to sign-up for your email list

● Make sure the email addresses and names are correct

● Use multiple methods to grow your email list by placing sign-up forms on

○ Your website footer

○ Your website pages with the most traffic

○ The "About Us" page

○ Facebook, Twitter, and other social media

● Send your subscribers compelling content such as

○ Personalized messages

○ Event invitations

○ Newsletters

○ Calls for donations

○ Thank you emails

○ Retention emails

● Automate your email marketing workflow with your email provider’s features

● Humanize your emails to create feelings of trust and connection
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● Monitor your email performance by tracking these metrics

○ Open rate

○ Click-through-rate

○ Email conversions

○ Unsubscribe rate

○ Donation tracking

As long as you stay organized and consistent, you shouldn’t encounter many problems. If you

want to improve your results, however, there are even  more things you could consider:

1) Make sure you have enough time to devote to each campaign. Don't try to run too many at

once. Instead, focus on one or two major projects per month.

2) Be careful about spam filters. Some organizations don't allow their employees to open emails

from outside sources. This means that you won't be able to test new ideas until after you've built

rapport with your current subscribers.

3) Test multiple variations of your message before sending it out.
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